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Pedro Miguel Costa
Making a difference in your life,
whoever you are.
Pedro is the first to tell you he can come across as shy. However,
that has allowed him to develop some great listening skills.
Together with a thoughtful leadership, he hopes to truly make a
difference in other people’s lives.
A great example of this approach can be found during his work
in Swaziland, where had to talk to construction workers and
ministers almost back to back. He paid attention to everyone’s
needs, including his projects and so he was able to lift this project
from the ground up.
As a civil engineer, Pedro has dealt mainly with infrastructures,
but it is quite clear that he is also very comfortable dealing with
people. The Magellan MBA is one more step towards becoming
the type of manager that positively impacts the lives of his team
members, as well as those who benefit from his work.
He values his relationships and works towards maintaining them,
which is reflected in his everyday work.
Nationality: Portuguese
Languages: Portuguese, English
E-MAIL:
pedroquintelacosta@gmail.com
MOBILE PHONE:
+351 961 765 725

SKYPE:
pquintela
LINKEDIN:
www.linkedin.com/in/pquintela

Main skills

Projects

Future
Professional
interests

Likes
& Curiosities

Listening skills

Supervising constructions in
Portugal and abroad

Focusing on team leading and
management work beyond
technical supervision.

Running

Leadership
Thoughtful
Excellent interpersonal and
diplomatic skills

Leading project
implementations from the
ground up in Swaziland

golf (while Swaziland)

Career Goals
Pedro wishes to make a difference in other people’s lives. A good management position will help him, both directly with his
team and employees and, on a broader sense, with the structures he builds.

“Put all you are in every little thing
you do.”

Timeline
MBA

MSc civil engineer structures
Birth of his first child

Graduation in Civil Engineering

2016
2014

Managing director at Gabriel Couto Swaziland

2006

Wedding

1988

3rd place in Judo National Championship

2007

1999

Inter-relationship

Leadership

Responsibility

Top 5
Strengths

Tolerance

Team work

